The occurrence of misleading cognates_in the English compositions of students whose first language is Spanish can lead to a significant failure of communication between non-Spanish-speaking teachers and their students. Such a failure can produce attitudinal changes in both teacher and student that are potentially destructive to the learning process. A paragraph'contrived by the author which is especially rich in misused cognates, all of them recurrent in the writings of his students, is presented in illustration of the problem. Copies of the paragraph were given to a group of college instructors who teach composition, and the critiques that some of them offered show the "cognate trap° in operation. The suggestion is made that bilingual resource people be an essential staff component of any department responsible for the teaching of English as a second language.
There will be those skeptics ( In the following example, the teacher without a Spanishlanguage background will at times feel totally at sea and at others assume he grasps the thread of the discourse. However, just when he thinks he under tends the student s point he is likely t-be wrong.
The teacher will occasionally think the student is contradicting himself or is incoherent, whereas the (imaginary) student is thinking throughout with entirely logical consistency.
Here is the paragraph, after which I offer the same paragraph with I can only guess at moSt of the misused words and resulting lack of logic."
The particular insight of this in.tructor is to see clearly enough that the paper's lack of logic did not stem from assumed, for example, that "conferences" and "lee res" were to be taken literally, and the resulting suggestion for revision was the following: "Your paper might be more interesting if you could discuss each aspect of the professor's work in a separate 9 paragraph --that is, his lectures, his conferences, his exams."
The consequence of a -uggestion like this, in any rewriting the "student" might do, wvid be further to compound the undetected initial confusion.
Another instructor assumed that the entire linguistic education of our make-believe _tudent was to blame for the paper's murkiness, and he concluded that the poor fellow was now just about a hopeless case. "If I came upon such a paper this," the instructor writes, "I'd have serious reservations about inflicting further 'education' on such a student. He's obviously suffered from drills of the wrong kind --for example, learning words to increase vocabulary at the expense of meaning.
He ha., learned sentence structure and pattern, but once again, or so it seems to me, has not learned how to communicate with meaning.
'Correcting' such a paper adds futility to error."
The attitude of this instructor clearly is such as to widen rather than narrow the already existing gap in communication.
The instructor would not, to be sure, employ the same words or tone in re ponding directly to an actual student, but the basic cause of a teacher lack of comprehension into a false perception of in u tice and cultural prjudice. It is a pos ibility that would be foOlish to overstress, but it exists nevertheless.
The invented paragraph is, of course, guilty of exaggeration, b t caricature is frequently the best means of drawing attention to a reality.
In conclusion, let me offer certain pedagogical suggestions. I suppose that, ideally, instructors of ESL should not only be aware of the latest methodologies in their field but should also be fluent in the native languages of their students.
Naturally, their ESL groups should consist only of native speakers of the language( -) with which the instructors are familiar.
Homogeneous grouping,. of ESL students according to native language however, has not been much in evidence in the City University so far, nor is it likely soon to become administrative policy. 
